
RSA REFUNDS/CREDITS
Items to consider when processing RSA refunds in 
Nextgen



RSA Refunds/Credits

• To avoid having to deal with RSA refunds ,credits , or erroneous payments 
make sure you are verifying employee Tier status when adding employees 
initially in Nextgen.

• The payment to RSA must always agree with the Retirement vendor check 
cut out of Nextgen or there will be balancing issues.

• There are many items to consider depending on the individual issue 
dealing with a refund and/or credit from RSA.

• This document breaks the Refund/Credit process into 3 different scenarios 
when taking a credit from RSA in the RSA portal.

• If RSA sends you a physical check back for a refund procedures will change.



Retirement Credit/Refund
Scenario :1 (Active employee: Making correction in the next processed regular 

payroll)

1. Take Credit from RSA in the RSA ESS system.
2. Process a refund to the employee and/or board if applicable using the 

Deduction Adjustment Module.
3. Will need to use a deduction separate from the regular Retirement 

deduction to process the refund. Screen shot on next slide.
• The Deduction adjustment will refund the employee and/or board and 

successfully lower the vendor check for Retirement by the refunded 
amount.



How to set up the Retirement Adjustment Deduction
• The vendor needs to be your Retirement vendor on Tab 1

• Make sure to mark the deduction as an 
amount for both employee and 
employer on Tab 2

• Remove RET code so refund amount does 
not affect employee contribution in next 
month’s submission. 



Retirement Credit/Refund
Scenario :2 (Active employee: Making correction before the next processed regular 

payroll) If you can fix the Retirement vendor check prior to submitting payment in the 
current month.
1. Refund the employee using the Offline check refund process using the 

regular Retirement deduction.
2. Create new Retirement vendor check via the Vendor Deduction checks 

menu for the corrected amounts for employee/employer.
3. Void Retirement vendor check



Retirement Credit/Refund
Scenario :3 (Refunding a Terminated employee)
1. Must use the Offline check processing menu to refund a terminated 

employee. Can check the box to include terminated on the payroll run id.
2. To correct the vendor check for Retirement you have two options.

1. Void the Retirement check that prints with your regular payroll and 
reissue it for the corrected amount using the Vendor deduction 
checks process. 

2. Deselect the Print check box from your regular Retirement 
deduction. After you process payroll you can print a separate vendor 
check for Retirement  reducing the regular monthly total by the 
amount of the refund. Make sure to re-check this option after 
processing for the next month.

Screen Shot of this option on the next slide.



Deselecting Print Check option:
Again, make sure to reselect this option after processing the payroll that needs to have 
the Retirement check amount lowered by the refunds.
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